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About This Game

Magma Tsunami is a frenzied arcade platformer game. Beat your records in 1P or Co-op mode, and don't get caught by the
Magma Tsunami!!!

Could you stay alive for more than one minute??
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This game was a total letdown. I expected more from Galaxy Trail, but this was TERRIBLE! I don't understand why people
support this load of hot garbage! Grapple Force Rena is not a good game.
And here are my reasons why below.

-Well anyways, first of all, there is a LOT of really cringe-worthy Sonic Colors level dialogue, and really not-so-good inside
jokes, such as the One-Of-A-Kind Eggplant Statue that turns out to not really be one-of-a-kind, Rena thinking this Pirate
Penguin named Percyl would say "Shiver Me Timbers" when he does not. Honestly I could not stand this dialogue.

-There are many parts with practically unfair difficulty that does not feel like a very good game, and please don't just say "Git
Gud."

-The game is not very action packed. The combat is very boring and not really exhilarating at all. Even the game it takes from,
Mischief Makers, had better battles involving grappling and throwing.

-A TON OF PARTS make no sense at all, and I'm not talking about realism or anything, I'm talking about basic rules of a series
and internal consistency. In so many ways that makes it one of the worst games I've ever had the misfortune to play. And here's
some of the many ways how.

-Like at one part, Lueh reveals that he created the Bound Artifacts, but it's never mentioned why, even though he is a bad guy. I
mean exactly what would he have to gain for creating these strange powerful objects and just leaving them out for just anyone
to pick up and claim for themselves? Especially since he's apparently been doing it for a long while since Rena had her's since
she was a child. What was Lueh's intentions for doing this at all? This is kind of a big problem.

-Also a huge part in the game that is never explained. One of the worst parts.
Just when we are about to fight the Fairy Prince Arc, he is knocked aside by Lueh without a problem. And then when we would
either get to fight Lueh, or at least see what he's trying to accomplish, what I can only describe as a Diabolos Ex Machina
occurs.
Literally out of the blue, the red and black Missingno-like Glitch stuff appears out of nowhere, even surprising Lueh as for it is
not his doing at all, and then Lueh is then consumed by it. Then the stage has you having to escape the forest before the Glitch
stuff obliterates it completely.

This is one of the biggest asspulls in the game. There is literally no explanation of what the Glitch Stuff was, what caused it,
why, or anything, even though it happens twice in the game. It just..... happened. No reason or explanation or anything. Even at
the climax of the game where the Glitch Stuff happens again we are given no explanation or anything. The Glitch Stuff is one of
the biggest reasons why this game sucks so bad, it was a huge Asspull!
As quoted by TheMysteriousMrEnter once, "YOU CAN'T JUST HAVE THIS STUFF JUST HAPPEN OUT OF THE BLUE
BECAUSE.... PLOT. "

And on top of that, it both kept us from seeing what Lueh's whole evil plot was (which is kinda important that the viewers
know), and ruined not one, but two really awesome Boss Battles from occurring. Seriously, it's almost like Mettaton Neo or
something, We totally should've had a big awesome Boss Battle against Fairy Prince Arc and\/or Lueh! But no, we don't get that
and it pisses me off!

-Another part, we find out the Hollow Creatures were created by this researcher guy named Artificer Joules who has a Bound
Artifact called The Forge which creates them. He is also working for the Archmage. But the problem with that big reveal it just
raises even further questions.

By that I mean if Joules created the Hollow Creatures, then how come they were also working for Hurgh, as well as Cesar
(another bad guy you encounter in the game)? The Archmage is understandable since Joules works for her, but Hurgh and Cesar
not only have no relation to Joules, but Joules clearly hates them both and even took them both captive to study their own Bound
Artifacts they own? And nobody else could've used the Forge to create more Hollow Creatures since as established in the game,
the Bound Artifacts only work for whichever person first triggered them (which in the Forge's case, is Joules). It makes no sense
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for them to also take orders from Hurgh and Cesar then.

On top of that, does that mean Joules actually ordered the Hollow Creatures to attack the Glass Caves and the forest in the
earlier stages, or what? And if so, for what reason?

-The final stages also have so much stuff that makes no sense too.
Like in the final stages, the Fairies are shown now siding with this Human Kingdom and helping the Archmage. But this makes
no sense because previously in the Forest Stages, it was established that the Fairies hate humans. Also Prince Arc at this part
assists you to get his revenge on the Archmage, but this makes it even worse since why would the Fairies attack their own Prince
like that?!

And these characters like the Percyl and the Black Knight suddenly appear in them too, but in a place they have no reason to be
in at all.

I swear the plot holes in Grapple Force Rena turn into Plot Canyons. It's such a terrible game for these reasons. Yet people still
like this garbage? WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU ALL, ARE YOU THAT BLIND?!

In a way, Grapple Force Rena seems to show the folly of a lot of indie devs. As long as they emulate what old-school stuff they
like gameplay wise, nothing else matters to these people. These Indie Devs can produce a totally lame games and will know it
sells because it's Indie and nostalgic, and if you say otherwise, "GIT GUD."

Ugh, well that's enough. Hopefully Galaxy Trail won't disappoint when they release Freedom Planet 2. I bet that one will be
worth my time and money. But not Grapple Force Rena.. \u56e0\u5374\u601d\u542c\uff0c\u4e00\u4e2a\u5de6\u53f3\u624b\u
4e92\u640f\u7684\u597d\u6e38\u620f\uff0c\u4e0d\u8fc7\u8fd8\u6ca1\u627e\u5230\u600e\u4e48\u8054\u673a\uff0c\u611f\
u89c9\u4e00\u4e2a\u4eba\u4e5f\u662f\u53ef\u4ee5\u6109\u5feb\u5730\u73a9\u800d. 10\/10 my legs are on fire

Seriously, out of the VR games I own, only this one is worth every penny. I do like the game but seeing as i just got the end
credits at what feels like the first boss fight... little yikes? I assume it'll be an update one day? the game makes it sound like it
and it would make it more satisfying 3 smaller bosses and the final boss y'know. Other than that and the bugs... good, relaxing
game.. Cute, casual farming/building game that is perfect for de-stressing. A bit grindy, especially when looking for metal, and
combat is ridiculously clunky. The core experience of building up your farm and then decorating your planet more than makes
up for the aforementioned issues. I would of thought it ok if I could have been in First person. As it was far to clunky in 3rd
person. So I hung up my spurs after 1 hour.. DO NOT BUY

luckily i got this on a sale as i thought it looked interesting, but what you get is 10-15 minuttes of gameplay with the promise of
new episodes coming.

I've been waiting for quite a while now and it seems that nothing is really happening, and the dev does not answer the forums
anymore (98 days since last login). If you google the company's history you will find that they have previously released games
which have never been finished.

It smells like a scam, especially after i found this article on one of the guys that work there:
http:\/\/www.dailymail.co.uk\/news\/article-1094973\/Musician-barred-selling-soul-eBay.html. [Neutral Review]

First, I need to say that I don't know why this Visual Novel is so underrated. It has a lot of defects - and I'll talk about some
below - but it's still an average Visual Novel. There's a lot of crap Visual Novels out there made only for the sake of the
fanservice and they have tons of positive reviews. That seems pretty unfair to me.

The game is kind of short, so it might be a good game to get in a bundle or a good sale. I've seen it in bundles pretty cheap a lot
of times. It can be classified more as an Otome Game than as Fantasy Visual Novel, because only a few after the game starts,
the main plot is a bit shoved aside to focus more and more in the romantic relation between the characters. Or I should say
between Lena and the one you'll pursue as her love affair in game. Also, many people related that they couldn't get attached to
any of the characters even with the lots of interaction between them. And yeah... some characters are pretty standart and
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clich\u00e9 at all, in my opinion. So it's easy to feel nothing for them.

Another boring thing is that the "replayability" of the game sucks: most of the game parts will be pretty much the same if you
decide to start a new route after completing your first one.

The art style is decent. It\u2019s not amazing, but it has a certain charm. BG was ok, BGM was fine too. That being said, Blue
Rose is a nice Visual Novel overall and you can have fun with it.. i really love the c&c games and so i didn\u00b4t hesitate to
buy the pc-conversion.i must admit that the bugs (cards not properly played or even ignored) and the fact that there is no
multiplayer were a bit of a disappointment, but i hope that this will be improved in the future.
even in this state this is one of the best pc-wargames out there.buy it...that\u00b4s an order!

please please implement multi-player guys
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DLC = 2\/10
Base game = 8\/10. 3\/6 guest characters ? No, thx.. extremely base with almost nothing requiring more money to be spent. It
has a hilarious concept, as well as some somewhat fun gameplay, although I have one major complaint.

It's way too laggy! Games like this don't need a full 6 GB of RAM to run, and I urge the developers to fix that as soon as
possible.. Nice Game!
I recommend this!
Make Viet Nam cool!
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